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 al lal can you hear us Title: Socialism and Democracy -- a reply to the book of ''socialism and democracy'' by i. e.
Barnet.Publisher:Cambridge University PressPf1995Summary: This book is a response to the work'socialism and democracy' by
i. e. Barnet. This is a work which draws upon the philosophical arguments made by the British intellectual C. N. Parkinson in his
book 'the Greek Revolution'. She also argues that the French Revolution can be considered as a parallel to the Greek Revolution

in the areas of the social and political structure.Author:Rowland Bernard SuttonTitle:Finance and Government in Pakistan
1948-1965Publisher:MercerUnipub1995Summary: This book is a collection of articles published on the ''finance and
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government in pakistan 1948-1965''. The author has also added a few chapters in the preface to cover the economic
developments in that period.Author:Abdul Sattar Rangoonwala Title: The Evolution of Modernisation and Change in India,

1950-1975.Publisher:East-West Publications Inc.Pf1998Summary: This book gives a chronological account of the economic
policies adopted by the Indian government, from 1950 to 1975, the state of economic development, and the factors influencing
it. It also discusses the reasons for the rise and fall of the Indian economy during the study period.Author:S.S. Mittal Title: The
Indian Economy: 1950-2003Publisher:East-West Publications Inc.Pf2003Summary: This book by S.S. Mittal covers the Indian

economic history during the study period. It also offers a detailed analysis of the policies and economic development of the
government of India and explains the changes and changes in the Indian economy.Author:S.S. Mittal Title: The Indian

Economy: 1850-1950Publisher:East-West Publications Inc.Pf2006Summary: This book offers a history of the Indian economy
from 1850 to 1950. It contains data and the annual changes in the economy during that period.Author:S.S. Mittal Title:

Economic Development in IndiaPublisher:Stanford University PressPf1997Summary: This book provides a detailed account of
the industrialization in India. The author discusses the different dimensions of growth of the economy, the state and the role of

the government in the growth of the Indian economy.Author:Shahid K.G Title: Privat 82157476af
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